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EVERY
CHILD
YEARNS
TO LEARN

A glimpse of our recent achievements
Ÿ

First phase of training programs at more than 600 schools
completed

Ÿ

More than 3,000 sessions held on various topics.

Ÿ

More than 8,000 teachers provided with a especially
designed book titled “exemplary teacher”

Ÿ

More than 1,800 teachers selected as master trainers of
co-curricular activities.

Ÿ

More than 70,000 students exposed to especial sessions
on essential human values and personality traits

Ÿ

More than 600 Speakers and writers clubs established.

Ÿ

Over 9,600 wall magazines published by writers clubs

Ÿ

Over 9,000 events organized by speakers club.

Editorial
All-round development of a child owes a lot to co-curricular activities
as they provide him a handy opportunity to unlock his talent and
potential. Such activities revolve around metal, physical, intellectual and
social development of a child and equip him with diverse skills and
knowledge to face future challenges head on.
Unfortunately, public sector schools have shown no urgency to
embed co-curricular activities in their academic programs, deny
students the opportunity to shape themselves duly for the days ahead.
dismaying, it is not uncommon to come across people who still take cocurricular as mere extra-curricular activities and are disinclined to
acknowledge their due importance.
Human Appeal International, Pakistan (HAI-Pak) launched EHSAS
Quality Education Project to bring co-curricular activities at the central
stage at public sector schools. Spreading over two years, the project is
set to beneﬁt over one hundred thousand students and twelve thousand
teachers, simultaneously.
The newsletter in your hands is an introduction to the project,
besides being a chronicle of the activities taking place under it over a
period of time. We intend to bring it out regularly and keep you updated
on various developments taking place at the platform of the project.
Public sector schools are an importance seat of learning, especially
for underprivileged children. Let us redouble our efforts to make them
the ﬁrst choice of parents when it comes to enrollment of a child. EHSAS
Project is a humble step toward that end.
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KEY FEATURES of the project

Co-curricular activities facilitate in the development of various
domains of mind and personality such as intellectual development,
emotional development, social development, moral development
and aesthetic development. Creativity, Enthusiasm, and Energetic,
Positive thinking are some of the facets of personality
development and the outcomes of co-curricular activities

EHSAS
Quality Education Project
An Introduction
Given the inherent limitations of conventional
approach, co-curricular activities are today
worldwide considered an integral part of education
to foster all round development of a child. Neglect on
that count affects mental, physical and emotional
health of a child badly.
Public sector schools in Azad Kashmir, however,
are yet to come to terms with this reality and accord
due importance to co-curricular activities in their
overall scheme of things. Activities, such as, interschools competitions, essay writing and scouting
have fallen quite scanty at them, if not altogether
extinct. As a consequence, the graduates of these
schools ﬁnd it pretty hard to compete with their
counterparts in practical life.
EHSAS Quality Education Project was launched to
address this situation. In partnership with the
government of Azad Kashmir, the Human Appeal
International, Pakistan (HAI-Pak) devised this project
to help students emerge as all round personalities,
fully capable of competing with the rest of the world
in the days ahead.

EHSAS Quality Education Project

Professional Development of Teachers
Focused areas include:
1.

Values: Sincerity, Positivity, Commitment, Respect, and Humility

2.

Traits: Continuous Learning, Creativity, Listening, Ownership and Passion for teaching

3.

Skills: Thinking, Reading, Communication, Counseling sand Motivation

Personality Development of Students
Focused areas include:
1. Values: Truthfulness, Sincerity, Patience, Respect and Modesty
2.

Habits: Cleanliness, Punctuality, Hardworking, Reading and Positive Thinking

3.

Self: Self Actualization, Self Accountability, Self Conﬁdence, Self Reliance and Self Esteem

4.

Traits: Characterful, Cooperative, Credible, Committed and Caring

5.

Skills: Reading, Listening, Thinking, Writing and Speaking

EHSAS Quality Education Project

Under EHSAS
Over 100,000 students
would emerge as valueconscious and multi-tasked
personalities
3,000 wall magazines would
be published by students
each month
3,000 events would be held
by students under Speakers
Clubs each month
12,000 teachers would
enhance their teaching and
pedagogical skills
Over 2,300 master trainers
would be developed to take
the message
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Public sector schools in AJK face myriad challenges at the moment, fast losing the ground
to private sector. To wriggle out of the situation, the public sector has to come up with a
new approach characterized by a ﬁne balance between curricular and co-curricular
activities. The EHSAS project is a long awaited step towards that destination and the govt
of AJK stands committed to extend all out support to HAI-Pak to make it a success story
Mian Abdul Waheed, Minister of Education, AJK

Towards public private partnership
EHSAS project also marks a robust public private partnership in promotion of quality education
in AJK. To this end, a formal MoU was signed between govt of AJK and HAI-Pak in which the two sides
acknowledged that students at public sector schools needed value-based education and diverse
skills to embody national ethos, besides being fully prepared to meet modern day challenges.
The agreement was formally signed at Islamabad and those who were present on the occasion
included minister of education Mian Abdul Waheed, secretary education Raja Abbas Khan, member
national assembly Javid Akhalas, renowned development expert and head of UK's biggest network
of NGOs Sir Stephen Bubb, Chief Executive HAI Uthman Maqbol and Head of Islamic Relief UK
Jahangir Khan.

I strongly believe that
development sector
organizations can make a
tremendous impact on the
ground by engaging the
governments of their
respective countries. I
consider the agreement
between AJK government
and HAI a great stride in
this regard and believe that
it will trigger a positive
change in the society.
Sir Stephen Bubb, CEO
ACEBO

EHSAS project would go a long way in developing
students as multi-tasked personalities, fully capable
of meeting modern day challenges and hardships. It
shall also provide a new tool to educationists and
social scientists to measure and examine the overall
performance of a student.
Raja Abbas Khan, Sec Education

Pakistan is always very dear to Human Appeal
International and we stand committed to play our
role in the development and progress of it. education
holds key to it and we will continue supporting the
cause, generously. EHSAS project marks our
commitment of an unwavering support to it.
Uthman Maqbol, CEO HAI
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EHSAS Quality Education Project

EHSAS Quality Education Project
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Orientation session with top ofﬁcials

Similarly, the trainers were also imparted with various skills to
inculcate basic values in students. In addition to this, they were also
trained as how to help students make and run speakers', writers' and
readers' clubs, respectively, and make the best use of them.

Before formally launching the project, the HAI-Pak also took
the top ofﬁcials of education department on board and held a
special orientation session with them.

Each master trainer is entrusted with the responsibility to hold training
programs at a cluster of 17 schools put under his supervision and focus on
teachers and students alike. He would also train at least three teachers at
each school to ensure the sustainability of the project on long term basis.

Top ofﬁcials of the education department including DPIs,
Divisional Directors (DDs), District Education Ofﬁcers (DEOs) and
Assistant Education Ofﬁcers (AEOs) from all over Azad Kashmir
participated in that and were uprised about various facets of the
project and the targets set under that.
The participants expressed freely their views about the
project and shared their input for the successful implementation
of it on the ground. In a frank and open environment, they also
shared their concern about dwindling standards of education at
public sector schools, with co-curricular activities getting scant, if
any, attention at them.
Secretary Education AJK government Raja Muhammad Abbas
Khan in his key note address ruthlessly examined the festering
issues in education sector in AJK and wondered that public-private sector partnership held the key to salvage the situation. While
appreciating the HAI for taking the initiative, he hoped that it would trigger a new culture of learning at schools, with co-curricular activities
such as speaking, writing and reading regaining their due status.

Renowned development expert and Project Director of Islamic
Development Bank's (IDB) funded education projects in Azad Kashmir
Zaheer Gardezi distributed certiﬁcates as chief guest among participants
and applauded them for their commitment to reinvigorate co-curricular
activities at public sector schools in Azad Kashmir. While referring to the
forthcoming projects of IDB in Azad Kashmir, he wondered the HAI-Pak
could be handy partner of the bank to implement them in letter and spirit.
Country Director HAI-Pak Nisar Ahmad at the end thanked the participants for their dedication and commitment and reassured them of
his continued support to engender a new culture of education at public sector schools in Azad Kashmir, characterized by sublime human
values, professionalism and self-assurance in teachers and students alike.
Prior to the completion of the training, the participants also organized a cultural night in which various facets of the culture of Kashmir
were highlighted. The participated also put to mirror the inherent ﬂaws in the education system of Azad Kashmir through various skits and
activities.

He also underlined that the project would go a long way in developing students as multi-tasked personalities, fully capable of meeting
modern day challenges and hardships. While appreciating the project and the targets set under it, he on behalf of his ministry assured an
unconditional support to HAI in accomplishing the mutually agreed targets.

Piloting of the project
The piloting of the project was carried out at seven select schools in AJK. Different
training sessions, aimed at promotion and sharpening of skills related to speaking,
writing, conﬂict resolution, interpersonal relationships and interfaith harmony, were
arranged which received a highly encouraging response from the participants.

15 days training of MTs

The schools selected for piloting of the project belonged to Muzaffarabad, Poonch
and Kotli regions of AJK such as Ali Akbar Awan High School, High School Dubben, Girls
High School Luluchi, Boys High School Pothi Bala, Pilot High School Rawalakot, Boys
High School khoiratta, Girls High School Khoiratta and Boys High School Roli.

To obtain desired results, a 15-day training session was
organized for Master Trainers under the guidance of renowned
professionals.
Around 50 master trainers, selected from different disciplines
after a ruthless scrutiny, participated in the event. They
represented three divisions of Azad Kashmir and were divided into
three groups, headed by a Regional Coordinator, respectively.

Exit strategy
To ensure the sustainability of the project, ETs would provide extensive training on
co-curricular activities to three select teachers at each school. The trained teachers will
coordinate and supervise various activities at their schools, respectively.

The training revolved around two key themes: professional
development of teachers and personality development of
students. Through various activities and academic discussions, the
participants were equipped with knowledge and skills to infuse a
new motivation and dedication in public sector teachers to
emerge as a true role model for students.
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Meanwhile, the Human Appeal will continue pressing government to make cocurricular activities a formal part of curriculum at public sector schools to produce
students who are mentally and physically well prepared to take on future challenges.

EHSAS Quality Education Project
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